INTRODUCTION
Two central questions in developmental biology are how celltype diversity is generated and how these types are organized into patterns of structural and functional significance. The classic ''French flag'' model (Wolpert, 1969) put forward the idea of morphogen patterning that mechanistically couples specification and spatial arrangement. In this view, a gradient of a diffusible signal across a field of naive cells defines spatial domains of cell types between concentration thresholds. Recent studies have challenged and extended this model in several aspects. First, a signaling gradient may not be sufficient to generate precise cell-type boundaries, given the noise inherent in molecular processes and the limited information content of gradients in vivo (Paulsson, 2004; Lander et al., 2009) . Second, the timing of exposure to the signal, in addition to concentration, contributes to cell fate choices (Ahn and Joyner, 2004; Harfe et al., 2004; Dessaud et al., 2007) . Third, the position of a cell relative to a morphogen source may change in time through cell migration and division (Kay and Thompson, 2009) . Fourth, lateral cell-cell interactions such as cell sorting may also be involved in boundary formation (Lawrence et al., 1999; Nicol et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999) .
A prominent example of morphogen patterning is the vertebrate ventral neural tube. In this system, sharply bordered progenitor domains form along the ventral-dorsal axis (Jessell, 2000; Figure S1A available online) . This spatial arrangement is important for the localization, migration, and wiring of neurons born from these domains (Lewis and Eisen, 2003; Sü rmeli et al., 2011) . Significant molecular insights have been generated toward the understanding of how this pattern forms. First, the secreted signaling protein Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) is produced in the notochord underlying the neural tube and later in the floor plate (Krauss et al., 1993; Echelard et al., 1993) and likely forms a ventral-to-dorsal gradient in the neural tube (Yamada et al., 1993; Chamberlain et al., 2008) . Second, gene expression induced by different Shh signaling levels as a function of concentration and duration of exposure in vitro parallels the spatial ordering of the expression domains of the same genes in vivo (Ericson et al., 1997; Dessaud et al., 2007) . Third, intracellular gene regulatory network (GRN) interactions between Shh-regulated transcription factors establish stable and discrete fates that no longer depend on Shh (Lek et al., 2010; Balaskas et al., 2012) . Together, these studies provide the molecular scenario of morphogen patterning in the neural tube: each cell measures its Shh exposure and enters a corresponding state of gene expression; the states dynamically evolve under the GRN to become self-sustaining, mutually exclusive, and cell-type specific; the Shh gradient is thus translated into discrete progenitor domains. In this model, the shape of the morphogen gradient in time and space is directly predictive of the final pattern. Therefore, for the sharply bordered spatial domains in the neural tube to form, Shh exposure levels as a function of position and time must be precise, especially at the putative domain boundaries. In addition, cells should maintain stable positions relative to the source of Shh to receive a correct signal input over time. It is unclear whether these requirements for low signaling and positional noise are found in vivo or whether additional mechanisms are required to ensure the precision of patterning.
The dynamics of cell movements might provide an answer to these questions. The transition of the neural plate to the neural tube involves extensive cell migration, intercalation, and proliferation (Schoenwolf, 1991; Kimmel et al., 1994; Ciruna et al., 2006) that take place concurrently with Shh gradient formation and interpretation (Martí et al., 1995; Takamiya and Campos-Ortega, 2006) . Studies using clonal labeling show cell mixing during morphogenesis and after divisions to variable degrees in the neural tubes of different vertebrates (Leber and Sanes, 1995; Erskine et al., 1998; Inoue et al., 2000; Park et al., 2004) , depending on the developmental stage and the anterior-posterior (AP) level. These cellular positional dynamics may affect patterning in several ways. First, movement of Shh-producing and -responding cells may alter the spatial distribution of Shh ligands among the progenitors, affecting the morphogen gradient. Second, movement of an unspecified progenitor in the gradient may cause its Shh exposure level to change over time, potentially affecting its fate decision (Dessaud et al., 2007) . Third, movement of specified progenitors may either disrupt or sharpen domain boundaries. To evaluate these possibilities, it is essential to understand how individual progenitors behave throughout patterning, proliferation, and morphogenesis.
Here, we use in toto imaging to fully capture ventral neural tube formation with single-cell resolution in living zebrafish embryos and report systematic cell-tracking analysis of the movies. Our results reveal that intensive cell movements accompany patterning. Shh-responding cells show spatial heterogeneity of signaling and become specified to different ventral fates in intermingled distributions. Surprisingly, they then sort out into sharply bordered domains in a robust and Shh-independent manner to make the final pattern. Cadherin-mediated cell adhesion is required for the sorting process. These data support a revised French flag model where pattern formation in the neural tube is achieved by sorting of specified cells following noisy morphogen-based specification.
RESULTS

In Toto Imaging Reveals Cell Dynamics during Neural Tube Patterning in Zebrafish
The lack of understanding of neural progenitor movements is mainly due to the unavailability of live-cell tracking data. Direct imaging of the neural plate is challenging because it undergoes drastic morphogenetic movements, including transition of a horizontal lateral-medial (LM) axis to the vertical dorsal-ventral (DV) axis, morphological and polarity changes of cells, and frequent cell divisions (Clarke, 2009) . We designed an in toto imaging (Megason and Fraser, 2003) system in zebrafish embryos, whose fast development, small size, and transparency make full-coverage live imaging feasible. Using an immersed dorsal mount, we allow unrestricted morphogenesis while the embryo sits stably in the field of view ( Figures 1A and S1B ). This enables uninterrupted imaging sessions on single embryos from early neural plate to neural tube stages using confocal/two-photon microscopy. We acquired high-resolution image stacks every 2-3 min of healthy embryos labeled with nuclear/membrane fluorescent proteins and transgenic reporters ( Figures 1B, S1B , S1C, and S1E; data not shown). These data provide trackable movies of ventral neural tube formation (Movie S1). They thoroughly cover the period of Shh expression, progenitor responses, and the establishment of stable pattern (Figure 1D , i; Krauss et al., 1993; Huang et al., 2012) , allowing us to directly watch patterning ( Figure 1E ; Movie S2). We manually tracked cells using the GoFigure 2 software that we have developed (Figures 1C and S1D; Extended Experimental Procedures) . These tracks provide systematic and quantitative data on transgenic reporter expression ( Figure 1D , ii), lineage relationships (Figure 1D, iii) , and, importantly, positional dynamics ( Figure 1D , iv) of the neural progenitors, allowing us to study the role of cell movements in pattern formation.
To assess the extent of cell movement, we calculated progenitor speeds at different times (Figures 1F and S1F) . Cells show extensive movements that slow down gradually on the population level as the neural tube forms between 10 and 16 hr postfertilization (hpf). For individual cells, mobility is reduced when they become epithelialized (Movie S3; data not shown). These data indicate that patterning occurs at a time when cells are moving, on average at a fast rate of one cell diameter every 10-20 min, not when the field of cells is static. It is intriguing that sharp spatial domains arise correctly in such a dynamic environment.
Shh-Expressing and -Responding Cells Show Dynamic Movements and Heterogeneous Levels
To characterize how patterns of Shh signaling may change during the cell movements, we first imaged Shh reporter tg(shh:gfp) (Shkumatava et al., 2004) embryos to follow Shh-producing cells (Figure 2A ). Shh expression begins early during epiboly, before there is a notochord or neural tube (Krauss et al., 1993) . At this stage, prenotochord axial mesoderm cells form a wide shh:gfp+ plate underneath the neural ectoderm, rendering more than ten future neural plate cells in cross-section as direct neighbors to Shh-producing cells. This arrangement changes drastically as the notochord condenses and medial floor plate (MFP) cells start to express Shh, until finally only two GFPÀ neural tube cells directly border Shh-producing cells (MFPs).
These dynamic movements of source cells may generate a spatially and temporally changing Shh signaling profile. For example, cells might receive less Shh after moving away from Shh-producing cells that are initially their neighbors. To explore this idea, we imaged tgBAC(ptch2:kaede) (Huang et al., 2012) embryos that report the level of Shh signaling in responding cells (Figures 2B and S1A) . Interestingly, at 10 hpf, neighbor cells at the same location often have very different Kaede levels, and some Kaede+ cells can be found at large distances from the notochord resulting in a highly heterogeneous spatial response distribution ( Figure 2B , i and ii). The heterogeneity persists as the neural keel forms (12 hpf; Movie S4), and lasts until 14.5 hpf, at which time a clear and sharp gradient can be seen corresponding to different stereotypic cell-type locations ( Figure 2B , iii and iv, and Movie S4). To compare Shh spatial responses across different neural plate/tube morphologies, we measured cell positions and reporter intensities by GoFigure 2 ( Figures  S2A-S2E ). The quantification ( Figures 2C and 2C 0 ) confirms direct observations from images and further indicates that at 10 hpf, the Shh response gradient is heterogeneous, broad, and almost flat over a 60 mm range. It gradually becomes steeper and less heterogeneous over time as Kaede levels increase in the 30 mm range and drop beyond. These data show that each position has a different temporal Shh response profile that is further varied due to local heterogeneity, likely modulated by the movement of both source and responding cells. Together, our observations pose a challenge to the positional specification model where conceptually, a static progenitor field and a smooth morphogen gradient are required for precise pattern formation. How do neural progenitors get patterned correctly into ''stripes'' (Figures 1E and S1A) when neither a static field nor a smooth gradient exists?
Progenitors Make Early Fate Decisions in Wide and Overlapping Ranges
To characterize the spatial distribution and timing of specification of the progenitors, we tracked the motor neuron progenitors (pMNs) and the lateral floor plate cells (LFPs), using mnx1:gfp, olig2:gfp, and nkx2.2a:mgfp expression to distinguish their fates (Jessen et al., 1998; Shin et al., 2003; Flanagan-Steet et al., 2005 ; Figure S1A ). Previous studies have detected pMN and LFP marker expressions before 12 hpf (Korzh et al., 1993; Schä fer et al., 2005) , suggesting early specification in the neural plate stages. To capture the earliest mnx1:gfp+ cells, we performed imaging without other fluorescent cell markers ( Figure 3A ). Scattered GFP+ cells can be found shortly after 10.5 hpf, followed by more in a wide LM range, and interestingly, intermingled with GFPÀ cells. In trackable data sets where ubiquitous cell markers are used, mnx1:gfp+ cells can only be distinguished later (13 hpf) because of bleed-through signal, but importantly, these tracks show that GFP levels increase monotonically, and LFP cells do not turn on GFP ( Figure 3B ). Moreover, this GFP increase is unaffected by Shh inhibitor Cyclopamine ( Figure S3A ), suggesting independence of GFP expression from further Shh signaling. These data indicate that the onset of mnx1:gfp marks actual fate specification to pMNs instead of LFPs. To further assess timing of pMN specification, we performed a time course treatment of Cyclopamine and counted MN numbers from treated embryos ( Figures 3C and S3B ). Early blockade (before 12 hpf) of Shh activity greatly reduces MNs, whereas later treatment causes a milder reduction, suggesting that a significant portion of pMNs is specified early.
Olig2 reporter marks the dorsal boundary of pMN domain in the final pattern ( Figure S1A ). Similar to the mnx1:gfp+ cells, olig2:gfp+ cells emerge at different positions with negative and positive cells intermingled in a ''salt-and-pepper'' fashion, most evidently dorsal-laterally ( Figure 3D ). GFP quantification shows that the olig2 ''stripe'' arises from a mixed population over a wide range ( Figure 3E ). Nkx2.2a reporter marks the LFP domain and borders mnx1:gfp expression ventrally ( Figure S1A ). Nkx2.2a:mgfp+ cells start to be detectable around 13 hpf at variable locations but become restricted to the stereotypic two columns on both sides of the MFP cell after 15 hpf ( Figure S3C ). The distribution of LFPs is wide initially and becomes narrower (Figure S3D) , suggesting that the LFP domain also arises from mixed populations, although not as evident as pMNs, likely due to the small size (two cells) of the LFP stripe.
Together, these data suggest that specification of ventral progenitors occurs early in spatially mixed distributions, not in sharply segregated stripes. These stripes form later in the final pattern. However, because tracking of transgenic marker expression is challenging at earlier times, it remains possible that progenitors only transiently express these markers and then either repress or increase the expression depending on the Shh level at their positions (Dessaud et al., 2010) . In this scenario, early heterogeneity in the Shh gradient would be irrelevant because the progenitors remain labile, and the early erroneous responses would be overwritten by an improved gradient (Figure 3F, i) . Alternatively, it is possible that the early response is maintained, and these specified cells physically move into the locations that match their specified identity ( Figure 3F , ii).
Progenitor Divisions Are Lineage Restricted and Contribute to Cell Mixing
To further refine our estimate of the timing of cell specification, we analyzed the lineage trees of identified progenitors. By tracking the mothers and/or grandmothers of specified cells back to as early as neural ectoderm stages, we found, strikingly, a strong positive correlation of fate in sister and first cousin cells in the pMN and LFP pools ( Figure 4A ). We did not observe any divisions that generate a pMN and a LFP cell (0 out of 83); more generally, the final divisions rarely lead to two progenitors of different types. Because a great portion of these divisions (30 out of 83) happen before 12 hpf ( Figure S4A ), these results argue against the labile cell fate idea because sister cells adopting different progenitor fates should be found if specification happens late, unless sister cells keep sharing the same position in the Shh gradient (e.g., they are neighbors). To test this, we followed the positional dynamics of sister cells in pairs by measuring their separation distance over time ( Figure 4B ). We found that daughter cells immediately become separated after cell division, even if they become neighbors later, suggesting that cell division is one cause of positional mixing. Daughter cells of the same fate can be found on opposite sides of the midline and in different segments of the neural tube ( Figure S4B) , consistent with previous studies by Kimmel et al. (1994) and Park et al. (2004) . To determine whether these divisions might lead to a difference in sister cell positions in the Shh gradient, we analyzed 50 divisions throughout the LM/DV axis and time ( Figures 4C and S4C) . A significant portion (18 out of 50) of divisions happens along the LM/DV axis, so that the positions of the daughter cells relative to the notochord are clearly different.
Together, these data show that sister cells share fate but not position at early stages of patterning, suggesting that specification (or at least fate bias) has been established in the mother/ grandmother cells in a spatially mixed pattern within a dynamic tissue. Our marker-tracking and lineage-tracing results show that cells may become specified at ''wrong'' places due to movements, divisions, and heterogeneous signaling. Additional mechanisms are required to make clean stripes from a dynamic, mixed progenitor population. Although up to this point cell movement appears to act as a limitation to morphogen-patterning precision, could the movements after specification contribute positively to the pattern ( Figure 3F , ii)? 
Cell Sorting Establishes Sharply Bordered Progenitor Domains
To understand how cell movements contribute to patterning, we tracked cell-type-identified cells back in time. Surprisingly, we found that the early distribution of the progenitors does not match their final distribution in terms of relative position or order ( Figures 5A and 5B ). In this fully tracked ventral neural segment, progenitors that make the pattern ( Figure 5A , iii and iv) are initially spread out and mixed with cells that will not join this segment ( Figure 5A, i and ii) . Moreover, future pMNs may start off either touching the notochord or located far away from the notochord. Later, all these pMNs come together to locate into a sharply bordered domain ( Figure 5A ). LFPs and MFPs also show similar behavior, albeit in smaller spatial ranges compared to pMNs ( Figures 5B and S5A) . The early distributions of tracked MFPs, LFPs, and pMNs resemble the wide and mixed patterns of early shh:gfp, nkx2.2a:mgfp, and mnx1:gfp expression, respectively (Figures 2A, S3C, and 3A) . Although we found that the MFPs always touch the notochord and line up along the midline earliest ( Figures 5B and 5C ), pMNs and LFPs frequently intermingle and switch positions (Figures 5B and 5D ; Movie S5). These rearrangements happen most often as cells enter the neural keel and after divisions. For example, in Movie S5, at 11 hpf, a LFP progenitor was initially located more lateral to a pMN in the neural plate. The LFP progenitor migrated dorsal to the pMN at around 12 hpf and remained no closer to the notochord than the pMN. It divided around 13 hpf, generating two future LFPs. As a result of this division, one daughter LFP was further dorsal compared to the pMN until around 14 hpf, when it moved to equal distances. Finally, after 14.5 hpf, this daughter LFP inserted between an MFP and the pMN and maintained that position onward. By locating the tracked cells in fully segmented neural plate/tube at different times ( Figure 5E ), we found that the pMN/LFP boundary marked by mnx1:gfp expression starts to emerge between tracked cells after 14.5 hpf; at times earlier than this, the pMNs and LFPs are located in wide ranges that overlap. Most ventral cells settle into stable positions by 15 hpf ( Figure 5B ). We verified cell fates by tracking with additional fate markers and determined that these cells stay stably within their domains by later-stage movies (Figures S5B-S5D ; Movie S6; data not shown). These data demonstrate that cell sorting directly establishes the French flag pattern. The fact that cells at initially widely separated locations can have the same fate and final location whereas initial neighbors may have different final locations and fates is unexpected. This observation is inconsistent with the positional specification model. However, we note that on the population level, a rough correlation between position and fate exists throughout and is sharpened over time by cell sorting ( Figure 5B, inset) . Together, our data rule out the notion that naive cells are specified between spatial thresholds and remain in the same relative positions; instead, the progenitor domains and their boundaries form by sorting of specified cells from widely dispersed locations.
Our results suggest that cell sorting is required for pattern formation in the neural tube. To test this hypothesis, we mosaically perturbed cadherin-2 (cdh2), a neural adhesion molecule expressed by all neural progenitors and required for their movements, using a cdh2 morpholino and a dominant-negative version of cdh2 (Lele et al., 2002; Rieger et al., 2009 ). In the perturbed embryos, many mnx1:gfp+ cells are misplaced in a wider and more mixed pattern at stages by which stripes have formed in controls ( Figures 5F, 5G , and S5E). Live imaging of perturbed cells reveals that their misplacement resulted from reduced integration into the neural keel/tube, which likely blocked cell sorting and thus preserved the noisy spatial pattern of specification (Movie S7). These data indicate that proper adhesion is required for cell sorting and, consequently, pattern formation.
Ectopically Induced pMNs Migrate to Form a Sharp Domain
A model in which pattern forms by sorting of specified cells predicts that ectopically induced progenitors should migrate to the (legend continued on next page) correct positions corresponding to their fates. To test this prediction, we mosaically overexpressed the transcription factor Mnx2a, which is a marker of pMN (Wendik et al., 2004) and whose homolog MNR2 induces ectopic MNs in chick embryos (Tanabe et al., 1998) . We injected mnx2a mRNA mixed with mCherry mRNA into one blastomere at the 8-to 16-cell stage. Strikingly, we found strong ventral segregation of mCherrylabeled cells to the normal pMN domain in mnx2a-injected embryos, whereas control embryos showed a random distribution of labeled cells across the DV axis ( Figures 6A and 6B) . In class I embryos, the pMN domain is fully occupied by descendants of the injected blastomere, and motor axons are strongly labeled evenly along the body axis ( Figure S6A ), a phenomenon never observed in control injections. Conversely, in the dorsal domains of the neural tube, in contrast to control embryos, injected cells are missing in mnx2a-injected embryos ( Figures   S6A and S6B ). Mosaic overexpression of Mnx1 resulted in a similar phenotype ( Figure 6B ; data not shown). Quantification of GFP+ MNs further confirms that Mnx2a-injected cells contribute more extensively to the pMN domain as compared to random contribution of control mCherry-injected cells (Figure 6D) . Cyclopamine treatment of injected embryos starting at 7 hpf does not alter the Mnx2a phenotypes ( Figures 6B and  S6C) , suggesting that the ventral localization of Mnx2a-injected cells is independent of Shh response. Indeed, early-specified normal pMNs also form a smaller but sharp domain in the presence of Cyclopamine ( Figure S3B ). Mnx2a injection alleviates reduction of MNs by Cyclopamine treatment, and the injected cells express pMN markers and maintain progenitor location and morphology ( Figures 6D and S6D ), confirming that they have become specified to pMNs. To understand how the Mnx2a phenotypes arise at the cellular level, we tracked the movement of injected cells. Interestingly, these cells form clusters in the early neural plate ( Figure S6E ; data not shown), suggesting adhesion changes accompanying specification. They migrate together to populate the ventral domains ( Figure 6C ) to give rise to Mnx2a phenotypes, and their ventral bias becomes evident after intercalating into the neural keel ( Figure 6C , compare 14.5 and 16.5 hpf), similar to normal pMNs. These data suggest that Mnx2a may control specific adhesion affinities of pMNs that control their sorting. Indeed, in cdh2 morpholino and Mnx2a-coinjected embryos, despite severe disruption of morphogenesis, the injected cells remain colocalized and ventrally biased ( Figures 6B and S6F) .
Our results show that induced ectopic progenitors move to form sharp domains similar to the normal pattern in a Shh signaling-independent manner. They further suggest that specification creates adhesive differences between cells of different fates. Together, these data support a model in which specified progenitors self-assemble into precise spatial domains by cell adhesion-dependent cell sorting.
DISCUSSION
The Role of Cell Movement in Neural Plate/Tube Patterning We captured a 4D picture of pattern formation from early neural plate to neural tube at single-cell, trackable resolution in zebrafish and discovered that the sharply delineated pattern of progenitor domains forms through sorting of specified cells. Our observations challenge and extend the classic positional specification model in several ways. First, the classic model assumes graded response as a function of position in a smooth, monotonic morphogen gradient. Although we do not know how closely the distribution of Shh molecules in the neural plate resembles such a gradient, we have shown that the response is highly dynamic and heterogeneous. We suggest that, even if Shh morphogen forms a perfect gradient, the movements of the cells will inevitably complicate their Shh exposure, making the response pattern noisy. Second, the classic model suggests that naive cells become specified at stereotypic positions. We have shown that fate markers are expressed in intermingled patterns during and preceding more cell movements. In addition, cell fates are lineage restricted (e.g., pMN versus LFP) long before the final pattern emerges. These observations indicate that specification and positioning are separate in time, and cells get specified outside stereotypic positions. Third, the classic model interprets the ventral-to-dorsal-progressing pattern of Shh-mediated gene expression (Jeong and McMahon, 2005) as a result of stationary cells changing their gene expression as they accumulate more Shh signals (Chamberlain et al., 2008; Dessaud et al., 2010) . Our observations suggest that, in addition to gene expression changes, cells can maintain their gene expression state and physically move to contribute to the refining pattern (e.g., a pMN moves away from the notochord). Together, we propose a revised model for neural tube patterning incorporating imprecision of positional information and cell movement (Figures 7 and S7 ). Cell positions are unstable in the dynamic tissue, and morphogen signaling across the tissue is spatially noisy (at least in part due to movement of responding cells), resulting in a salt-and-pepper specification pattern. Cell sorting then segregates different progenitors into sharply defined domains.
Although important for neural tube patterning in zebrafish, the role of cell movement in other vertebrates such as chick and mice remains to be elucidated and may be different or context dependent. The modes of neural tube morphogenesis among vertebrates vary considerably presumably depending on the degree of progenitor epithelialization (Smith and Schoenwolf, 1997; Clarke, 2009 ). For example, in primary neurulation that occurs in the anterior neural tubes of chick and mice, an epithelialized cell sheet undergoes a folding process that forms a lumen through invagination (Smith and Schoenwolf, 1997) . In secondary neurulation that occurs more posteriorly, however, a neural rod of less-epithelialized cells forms first that then cavitates to form a lumen de novo as cells epithelialize (Catala et al., 1996) . We have observed that more epithelialized cells have less mobility in zebrafish. The higher degree of epithelialization in primary neurulation suggests that there is unlikely as much cell mixing or rearrangement as in the zebrafish neural tube, which shares more similarities with secondary neurulation (Clarke, 2009) . The amount of cell movement in chick and mice neural tubes has been assessed by clonal-labeling studies (Leber and Sanes, 1995; Inoue et al., 2000; Das and Storey, 2012) . These studies show that there is wide cell dispersion at early stages but little cell movement later. Unfortunately, the exact trajectories of these cell movements, times of cell divisions, and how they relate to Shh responses and specification are not clear.
To determine to what extent (if any) cell sorting contributes to neural tube patterning in these vertebrates, imaging data comparable to ours in spatial temporal resolution and coverage are required. We note that ongoing efforts toward these goals show promising potential (Yamaguchi et al., 2011; Das and Storey, 2012) .
The Mechanisms Controlling Cell Sorting
We have not yet determined the molecular details of cell sorting, but our data suggest that it is a complex process likely orchestrated by multiple adhesion molecules. We have shown that Cdh2 is required for proper pMN domain formation. In addition, Mnx2a appears to cause adhesion changes that drive sorting of ectopic pMNs, suggesting that specification downstream of Shh signaling may activate fate-specific affinities, as observed in the abdomen of Drosophila (Lawrence et al., 1999) . In our movies, we also found that cell rearrangements happen most often as cells mix during intercalation while forming the neural keel and after divisions, conditions that likely facilitate the effect of short-ranged adhesion forces. Disruption of such intercalation results in misplaced progenitors. Previously, it has been shown that differential adhesion can mediate migration and pool sorting of postmitotic neurons (Price et al., 2002) , a process that follows progenitor domain formation. A similar strategy might be employed by the progenitors because they also express different cadherins and protocadherins in conserved patterns along the DV axis (Lin et al., 2012) . What sets of specific adhesion molecules correspond to different progenitor fates and how they are regulated and cooperate to control cell sorting remain to be elucidated.
An alternative sorting mechanism is chemotaxis of specified cells, in which the direction and final location of sorting are determined by diffusible signals, whereas adhesion molecules only serve as the structural necessity for cells to move. We have shown that Shh response is not required for sorting, but it remains possible that noncanonical Shh or other molecular gradients (e.g., Bmp, Wnt) provide positional cues for cell movement.
Cell Self-Assembly Confers Robustness to Positional Noise and Errors
The formation of spatially distinct domains faces noise at multiple scales, including molecular noise as described previously by Paulsson (2004) and Lander et al. (2009) , and cell positional noise caused by cell movements as described here. We believe that multiple strategies are used to achieve robust patterning in the face of this noise. The intracellular GRN (Balaskas et al., 2012) can help make and maintain correct fate decisions by canalizing noisy signaling inputs into discrete, nonoverlapping states of gene expression and thus cell fates. Intercellular interactions, such as cell sorting shown in this study, allow overlapping distributions of cell types caused by spatially noisy signaling to be corrected. Furthermore, other intercellular interactions such as lateral inhibition may play a role in size control of progenitor domains. For example, in Mnx2a-injected embryos, the final number of pMNs seems to be regulated despite being initially too large, suggesting that ectopic Mnx2a-expressing cells may prevent uninjected cells from becoming pMNs. Characterizing the molecular and cellular details of these different interactions will be vitally important for understanding how embryos canalize molecular and positional noise as well as genetic and environmental variation to attain developmental norms (Waddington, 1942) .
In summary, our study highlights the power and importance of live observation of cell behavior in understanding developmental patterning and provides a model of how patterns robustly arise in the dynamic environment of the developing ventral neural tube. Cell sorting by differential affinities is a classical idea (Steinberg, 1963 ) alongside the morphogen model (Wolpert, 1969) . There is no reason to think that Shh signaling is unique in showing a highly dynamic, noisy pattern of activity. If these are general features of morphogens, then self-assembly may be a general mechanism to assign positions to specified cells because cell movement is common during the morphogenesis and proliferation of both signaling centers and their target fields (Kay and Thompson, 2009 ).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Zebrafish Strains and Maintenance
See the Extended Experimental Procedures for protocols, sources, and references for transgenic strains used in this study. All fish-related procedures were carried out with the approval of Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Harvard University.
Microinjections of mRNAs
For in toto labeling, one-cell-stage embryos were injected (Nanoject) 2.3 nl 40 ng/ml of labeling mRNA(s) (h2b-cherry, mem-citrine, mem-cherry, mem-EBFP2, and combinations). For mosaic injections, one blastomere of 8-to 32-cell-stage embryos was injected with approximately 1 nl 20 ng/ml one labeling mRNA with or without 10 ng/ml mnx2a, dnCdh2-cherry mRNA.
Time-Lapse Two-Photon/Confocal Imaging Live imaging was performed using a Zeiss 710 confocal/two-photon microscope (objective: C-Apochromat 403 1.2 NA) with a homemade heating chamber maintaining 28 C. Chameleon (Coherent) laser line 1,020 nm was used for three-channel two-photon in toto sessions. See Figure S1 and the Extended Experimental Procedures for details.
Image Data Analysis
Nuclear segmentation and tracking were performed using 
